
3/2 /67 
Dear MB, 

Pearheps the dey will COTS Than I cnr eit doen 

and write a letter without begrudging, the time it takes from lork. 

I'm writing on three boeks. I hove a contract with a publisher for 

one on Manchester. This was 25 :7,  written 'then I decided to remove 

from WEITree- H IX III the large amount of material dealing with the 

False Oswald and the NO story and make a separate book of it. I've got 

most of it written and this time I think I her a litserory egeet and 

may not have to publish it myself. 

WHITMASH III, which had grown to the point that every sale 

guaranteed me a financial loss, will not be toe long delayed, I hope. 

I hevecontinued working or. it (the originsl reason for delay) and got 

some very good stuff. It will still be lereer than I had promised. 

All of tele, together with the ',ether 'tree number of media 

possibilities, hes tede out normally hectic leife more so. A4y poor wife 

stays headeched. I've been so busy I've had to turn down TV appearences 

and radio al-:)ea that I cannot do by phone. 

As soon as I said"plesse tell the listeners the pages", I realized 

you'l think I wee eakin g for them. It is kind 	you to drop everything 

and send them. But I have that part already written. 	your oan 

information, add Maaok to that department. In a very quite way, he 

Was the NO ag,,:nt in chlrge of the Oseeld case after bath retired. No • 

affidavit. Also, the affidavits and assurances are resenieFlees. They 

had their fingers and syntax ceessed. 

Then I wrote 71471173H T hod not located, 21_)171.  adrese, but 

what I sought to point out is that the Commission avoided giving it in 

the Report. Yon c. right on ,='ouhe and there is another who lived near 

there....I hed hoped you Irld the TITira atory on the wolds, not 

because now need it but because I wanted it to keep • as ra matter of 

more cc late record. But I feel for the tmediate we are w,et that 

point. ..1:hir,ge will be harr7ening. T. telilv the NO thtrg is genuine, 

end I have reason for feeling this way. It is not unreasonable to 

expect 1r4.XCS. develarmente else. 

It was very kind of you end Hal Verb to pitch in and help on 

that program. Atergan 	heA,,n very goed. ry thr-nlcs to yen all. 

Sincerely, 



MRS. A. W. BRUSSELL • ROUTE 2, BOX 3050 • CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93921 
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